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Overview
Business workflows help organizations coordinate tasks between people and
synchronize data between systems, with the ultimate goal of improving efficiency and
responsiveness.
Workflow stages show the status of a record in the workflow and provide processing
that must occur for the record to move to the next phase. The tasks, information or
documents are passed from one status to another (from one participant to another for
action) either manually or triggered by business rules or actions specified for that
specific status.
Business rule transitions enforce business logic, such as checking if the user has
entered the required data or has proper security to perform a transition.
The Business Workflows Processor enables you to set an easy-to-follow process by
using rules-driven business workflows, which helps users within your organization be
more efficient, operate faster and better understand the actual business logic
underlying the business process.
In FintechOS, business status has approval tasks embedded and stores audit
information related to stage transition as well.
FintechOS provides you with centralized management of digital statuses, through
dedicated lists and user interfaces for configuring statuses and transitions from one
status to another.

OVERVIEW
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Business Workflows Processor Features
l

Automation of repetitive tasks

l

Adaptive business rules

l

Easily visualize and design your workflows

l

Role-based access and controls

l

Audit trail.

Applications
The Business Workflows Processor can facilitate business processes, such as:
l

Onboarding processes

l

Loan applications

l

Case management.

Installation
FintechOS Studio comes with the Business Workflows Processor pre-installed.

OVERVIEW
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Set Up a Business
Workflow
FintechOS Studio enables you to define, execute and automate business processes,
passing tasks, information or documents from one participant to another for action,
according to a set of rules. Business workflows comprise of statuses, transitions, and
business rules (herein referenced as workflow rules as well).
To set up a business workflow, follow these steps:
Define Business Workflows
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Define Business Workflows
In order to set up a business workflow with subsequent statuses, transitions and rules,
you need to create the business workflow in FintechOS Studio. To do so, follow these
steps:
1. In FintechOS Studio, click the main menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.
2. In the main menu, click Fintech Automation > Business Workflow > Business
Workflows Designer. The Business Workflows List page appears.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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3. Click the Insert button ( ) at the top right corner of the page. The Add Business
Workflow page appears.
4. Enter the Name of the business workflow.

5. Click the Save and Reload button ( ) at the top right corner of the page. The Edit
Business Workflow page appears.
6. On the left side of the grid there is a Attach to entity button which opens the list of
entities. Select the entity for which the workflow is been built.

7. Click the Save and reload button.

Now you need to define the workflow statuses, then the transitions between statuses
and the rules.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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Define Workflow Statuses
You can define workflow statuses either by using the Workflow Designer tab or by the
Configurations tab.

This section describes how to add a business workflow status from both.

HINT
Whether you add a status from the Designer or Configurations tab, they are
automatically updated in each tab to reflect the situation properly. Therefore, any
modification in each tab is propagated thought both places.

Add statuses from the Designer
1. After having created the workflow and attaching it to the proper entity, click on the
Designer tab.
2. On the left side of the screen, there is a panel which contains the list of status created.
To add a status, click the button on the left panel at the bottom which reads Add
status. It will open a pop-up window.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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3. In the Name field, enter the status name that will be used by the system.
4. In the Label field, enter the name of the status that will be displayed in the UI.

5. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

Follow the procedure above as many times as statuses your business workflow has.
After you finish adding the business workflow statuses, you need to define the
workflow transitions.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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Add statuses from the Configurations tab
The second method is available through the Configurations tab. The first grid named
Business Workflow Statuses shows the statuses list. To add one from here:
1. Click the Insert button.

2. Fill in the name and label for it.

3. Click the Save and reload button. Repeat as many times as needed.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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Define Workflow Transitions
You can define workflow transitions either from the Configurations tab or by using the Workflow
Designer.

How to add a transition from the Designer tab
1. Drag and drop the states you wish to create a transition between. Drag them from the
left panel to the white panel.

2. Click on Yes to agree to the creation of the transition.
3. After it has been created, to configure additional features (action groups and
approvals) select Configuration transition from the right side of the designer.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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4. To see how to configure these tabs, access "Edit Workflow Transition Configuration" on
page 27.

The design of the lines form the diagram marks different configurations.

The dash types mark the configurations. The unidirectional arrow with a straight line
is a transition with no configurations, e.g. Simulation to Approved. The unidirectional
line with an ''i'' symbol signifies a transition with an action group, e.g. Prospect to
Simulation. The dash line signifies a true boolean do not allow manual transition
between the two statuses. e.g. Prospect to Loan Denied.

How to add a transition from the Configurations tab
1. In the Edit Business Workflow page, click on the Configurations tab.
2. Click the Insert button for the BUSINESS WORKFLOW TRANSITIONS grid. The Add
Business Workflow Transition page appears.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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3. From the From Status field, select the status from which the workflow transitions.

4. From the To Status field, select the status to which the workflow transitions.
5. The name is automatically filled in with the concatenation of the names entered in the
From Status and To Status fields. If this is the initial workflow transition it follows the
following naming convention: "_ToStatus". However, it can be changed to the desired
name for the transition.
6. Tick the Do Not Allow Manual Change checkbox if you want the workflow

transition to be automatically triggered based on strict business rules.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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7. The Business Workflow field is non-editable and displays the name of the business
workflow for which you define the transitions.
8. If you allowed manual changes (ticked clear the Do Not Allow Manual Change
checkbox) and want all users to manually perform the workflow transition, skip steps 2
and 3, go to step 4, for example.
9. If you want only users with specific security roles to perform the business status
transition, click the Save and Reload icon at the top-right corner of the page. The
Security Roles grid appears.

10. To add a specific security role, from the Security Roles section, click the Insert existing
button and from the pop-up that appears, double-click the security role. Repeat this
step to add as many security roles as your business requires.

NOTE

If you ticked the Do Not Allow Manual Change checkbox, users

will not be able to manually change the status transition; it will be
automatically triggered based on strict business rules.
11. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

Follow the procedure above as many times as business status transitions you need to
meet your business needs.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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After you define all the business workflow transitions, if some business transitions will
be automatically triggered by specific rules, you need to define the workflow rules.
If you want to visually see the workflow statuses and transitions, click the Designer (
) button. The Workflow Designer appears.

Attach workflow to entity
FintechOS Studio enables you to provide extensive configuration of the business
workflow used on a specific entity, by defining the set of rules to be automatically
triggered on workflow status change and also define specific actions to be performed
before or after status change.

Select business workflow on entity
To configure the workflow rules, you first need to select the business workflow you
previously created on the entity where you want to use it. To do so, follow these steps:
1. In FintechOS Studio, click the main menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.
2. In the main menu, click Evolutive Data Model> Data Model Explorer. The Business
Entities List page appears.
3. Double-click on the desired entity. The Edit Business Entity page appears.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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4. In the Business Workflow field, select the business workflow to be used on the
business entity.
5. Click the Save and close button.

A new record is added in the Business Workflows Configurations List page (Fintech
Automation > Business Workflow > Business Workflow Configurations) with a name
that follows this convention: "<the name of the business workflow> for <the name of
the entity on which the business workflow was selected>".

Managing Business Workflows
The Workflow Designer allows you to edit business workflows by editing or deleting
both statuses and transitions.

Editing workflow statuses
To edit a workflow status, in the Design Area, click on the status. In the Details Panel,
click the Edit button. The Edit Business Workflow Status page appears. You can edit
both the name and label. Make the desired edits, then at the top-right corner of the
page click the Save and Close icon.

Editing workflow transitions
To edit a workflow transition, in the Design Area, click on the transition. In the Details
Panel, click the Edit button. The Edit Business Workflow Transition page appears.
You can change the transition from one status to another, allow manual change on
workflow transition or add security roles to restrict users access who manually change
the workflow status. Make the desired edits, then at the top-right corner of the page
click the Save and Close icon.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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Deleting workflow statuses and transitions
To delete a workflow status, from the Design Area, select the status and in the Details
panel click the Delete button. A confirmation dialogue appears. Click Yes to confirm
deletion.
The status is deleted and so do all transactions to / from the status.

To delete a workflow transition, select the transition arrow and in the Details Panel
click the Delete button. A confirmation dialogue appears. Click Yes to confirm
deletion. The workflow transition is removed.

Business Workflow Configurations
This main menu entry opens the Business Workflow Configurations List. From here it
is possible to:
l

deactivate the workflow

l

insert a business condition

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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l

access the transition configurations

l

insert data management.

IMPORTANT!
The configurations from this page cannot be inserted, only exported. They are
created and listed as in the picture above when the Business Workflow is created
using the menu entry named Business Workflow Designer.

By double-clicking on one of the names from the Business Workflow Configurations
List, it opens the following tabs and fields. The name is generated by the system when
the workflow is created. The name has the structure: Name of the workflow for the
name of the entity, e.g. Loan_Workflow for FTOS_AB_Account.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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General tab
1. Double-click on one of the entries from the list.
2. The General tab is opened. It holds the following fields:

Fields

Data Type

Description
Name of the workflow for the name of

Name

Text

the entity, The user can change it to be
more suggestive.

Allow only
defined

Boolean

transitions

If the boolean is true, then only the
defined transitions between statuses
will be visible in the entity form, i.e.
that if there are four statuses such as
Prospect, In progress, Approved and
Denied, and two transitions between
Prospect_In Progress and between In
Progress and Approved, it will not be
possible to add other transitions via
code snippets.
If the boolean is false, then transitions
that have not yet been defined can be
via code snippets or other methods.
The workflow is active for the entity it is

Business
Workflow is

Boolean

active

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW

attached to. To deactivate it, click on the
button labelled Deactivate on the right
side of the panel.
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3. Click the Save and close button.

Business Condition tab
This tab attaches a condition to the workflow.

1. Click the Insert button. The Add Business Condition page opens. This page can be
accessed as well from the main menu as explained in this page "Business Rules" on
page 42.

2. Fill in the following fields:
Fields

Data Type

Description

Name

Text

Insert a suggestive name.

Code

Text

Insert a unique code.

Description

Text Area

Insert a suggestive description.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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Fields

Data Type

Rule

Add a rule to be executed to trigger a status change or
approval, e.g. Savings equals $400.

Description

3. Click the Save and close button.
4. Two grids will open: Approval Rules and Transition Rules.

Transition Configuration tab
In this tab, the list of transitions is displayed.

IMPORTANT!
From this page, it is not possible to add a transition, only edit it.

1. Click on one of the transitions displayed. The General tab opens.

2. The name cannot be changed. The Requires Approval boolean marks whether the
transition has to be approved by a back-end officer. If the boolean is true, then the
change in status can only be performed if the back-end officer approves it.
3. Click on the Action Groups tab. Click on Insert to add a new action group.
4. The General tab opens.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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5. Insert a name, code and description for the Transition Action Group.
6. Click the Save and reload button to display the following tabs: Actions Before and
Actions After.
7. Click on the Actions before tab or the Actions after. Click the Insert button to add a new
entry. The General tab opens.

Fields

Data Type

Description

Name

Text

Insert a suggestive name of the action.

Code

Text

Insert a unique code for the action.

Description

Text Area

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW

Insert a suggestive description for the
action.
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Fields

Data Type

Action Stage

Lookup

Apply Always

Boolean

Description

This field is read-only. It is
automatically filled in by the system
with Before or After depending in
which grid the user wishes to insert
the action and its trigger.
If the boolean is true, then the
action and its trigger (later applied)
will always execute.
Select from the list:
l

Action Type

Lookup

Go to Business Workflow
Status

l

Run Custom Script

l

Cancel Transition.

depending on what is selected from
here, then the following fields will
be displayed.
Go to Business Workflow Status
Business
Workflow
Status

Lookup

Message

Text area

Custom
Script

JSON file

Error
message

Text area

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW

Select from the list the status to which
the action points.

Insert a suggestive message to be
displayed to the user in the
FintechOS Portal.
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8. Click the Save and reload button, the Action Triggers tab will be displayed.
9. Click the Insert button. The Add Action trigger page will open.

10. Fill in the following fields:
Fields

Data Type

Name

Text

Business
Condition

Lookup

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW

Description
Insert a suggestive name for the
trigger.
Select from the list the condition to
be applied.
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Fields

Data Type

Description
Select from the list the value to which
you wish the condition to be

Required
Evaluation

Option set

Value

assessed:
l

True

l

False.

11. Click the Save and close button.
12. Navigate to the Approvals Tab which corresponds to a transition.
13. Click the Insert button. For details on configuring Approvals, see "Define Workflow
Transition Approvals" on page 35.

Data Management
1. Click the Insert button from the grid. The page named Add Record Protection by
Business Workflow Status opens.
2. In the field Business Workflow Status, select from the lookup the status to be
protected.
3. In the field Record Action Type, select from the lookup the protection level:
l

update

l

delete.

4. Click the Save and close button.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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Edit Workflow Transition Configuration
You can add specific actions to be performed before or after status change by editing
the workflow transition configuration.
It is possible to access the same page following two paths:
l

From the main Studio menu, open the Fintech Automation, then Business Workflows,
then Business Workflow Configurations. Next, open the workflow you are working on
from the list and click on the third tab named Transition configurations. It displays a
list of all the transitions created. Select the transition you are interested in. The ENTITY
WORKFLOW TRANSITION CONFIGURATION page will open.

l

From the main Studio menu, open the Fintech Automation, then Business Workflows,
then Business Workflow Designer. Next, open the workflow you are working on from
the list and click the Designer tab. Then, select the transition and click on the Config
Transition arrow on the right side of the screen. The ENTITY WORKFLOW TRANSITION
CONFIGURATION page will open.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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1 Add action group
1. In the Edit Workflow Transition Configuration the General tab contains the name of
the transition and the Requires Approval bool.

2. In the Transition Action Groups section, click the Insert button. The Transition Action
Group page appears.
3. Enter the Name of the action group, the Code and the Description which will be used by
the system.
4. Click the Save and reload button. The actions before and the actions after tabs will
become available.
5. Add actions to be performed on workflow transition. The procedure for adding actions
is the same for both before and after actions.

2 Add workflow transaction actions
You can add before, after or before and after business workflow status change by
adding actions in the Entity Workflow Transaction Actions Before section, respectively
Entity Workflow Transaction Actions Before section, or both. The procedure for adding
actions is the same:

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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1. Click the Insert button from the section corresponding to when you want the action to
be performed (before or after status change). The Add Entity Workflow Transition
Action page appears.
2. Enter the Name of the action to be used by the system.
3. Enter the Code of the action. It must be unique.
4. Enter the description of the action.
5. The Action stage is displayed: before/ after. The field is automatically filled in.
6. Tick the Apply Always checkbox to ensure business consistency,
7. Select the Action Type from the following available values:
l

Go to Business Workflow Status. You have to select the Business Workflow
Status to which the workflow transitions.

l

Custom Script. You have to enter the script Code to be executed on workflow
transition.

l

Cancel Transition. You have to enter the Error Message to be displayed if the
business condition fails.

8. Enter the message for the user to read when the action is triggered. For example, this is
how it will be rendered in the FintechOS Portal when the action is triggered and the
message is displayed at the bottom of the page.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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9. Click the Save and Reload button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.
10. Add as many actions as you need, then add the business conditions which if met will
trigger specific action execution.
11. The Action triggers tab will be available after the action was saved.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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3 Add action trigger with business condition

1. In the Edit Transition Action Group page, scroll-down to the Action Business
Conditions section and click the Insert button. The Add Action Business Condition page
appears.
2. Enter the Name of the action business condition to be used by the system.
3. Select the Business Condition from the list of previously added business conditions.
4. Select the Required Evaluation Value. If you want the action to be run if the business
condition is met, select True; otherwise select False.
5. Click the Save and Reload button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

Define User Competences
User competences allow their respective users to perform specific tasks in the system.
FintechOS Studio allows you to create user competence hierarchies by defining
multiple competence levels for the same user competence type.
In the context of workflow transitions approvals, competencies are used to define the
users who approve or reject specific workflow transitions.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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1 Define User Competence Types
1. In FintechOS Studio, click the main menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.
2. In the main menu, click Admin > User Competence Settings > User Competence Types.
The User Competence Types List page appears.
3. Click the Insert button ( ) at the top right corner of the page. The Add User
Competence Type page appears.

4. Fill in the Name. This name uniquely identifies the user competence type in the system.
5. Fill in the Display Name. This is how the user competence type will be displayed in the
user interface.
6. Optionally, fill in a Description for the user competence type.
7. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

Repeat the process for any additional user competence types you would like to add.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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2 Define User Competences
1. In FintechOS Studio, click the main menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.
2. In the main menu, click Admin > User Competence Settings > User Competences. The
User Competences List page appears.
3. Click the Insert button ( ) at the top right corner of the page. The Add User
Competence page appears.

4. Select the User Competence Type that this competence belongs to.
5. Enter the competence Level for the above user competence type. Users with higher
competence levels have access to all the lower competence tasks. For instance, a level 2
approver will also have access to all level 1 approval tasks.
6. Fill in the Name or leave the default name in place. This name uniquely identifies the
user competence in the system.
7. Fill in the Display Name or leave the default display name in place. This is how the user
competence will be displayed in the user interface.
8. Optionally, fill in a Description for the user competence.
9. Click the Save and Reload button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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10. In the System Users section, use the Insert Existing and Remove Existing buttons to
assign the competence to the desired users.

11. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

Repeat the process for any additional user competences you would like to add.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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Define Workflow Transition Approvals
1. Open the Approvals tab to fill in the approval's details by clicking Insert.

Field

Data
type

Name

Text

Display
Name
User
Competence

Text

Description
This name uniquely identifies the workflow transition
approval in the system.
This is how the workflow transition approval will be
displayed in the user interface.
User competence of the person approving the

Lookup

transition. For details, see "Define User Competences"
on page 31.
Check if approval is only advisory. If an approval is

Is Advisory

Bool

advisory, the status change will take place even if the
approver rejects the transition, but the rejection will be
logged in the business workflow transitions list.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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Field

Data
type

Description
l

Any Of – If any of the users with the designated
competence approves the transition, the

Competence
Approval

Option
set

Mode

transaction passes.
l

All – All the users with the designated
competence must approve the transition before
it passes.

Rejected
Business
Workflow

Lookup

Alternate workflow status to be applied if the transition
is rejected.

Status
Context (entity form or form driven flow) in which the

Entity Form

Lookup

Rejected

Text
Area

Text message to be displayed on screen if the transition

Text
Area

Text message to be displayed on screen if the transition

Text
Approval
Text

workflow transition triggers the approval process.

is rejected.

is approved.
l

Triggers
Validation

Option
set

Mode

Any Of – The transition requires approval if any of
the approval triggers matches.

l

All – The transition requires approval if all the
approval triggers match.

2. Click the Save and Reload button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.
3. In the Approval Triggers section, add any business conditions that have to be met to
trigger the approval. If this section remains empty, the workflow transition will always
require approval.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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4. Fill in the fields:
Field

Data
Type

Description

Name

Text

Insert a name for the approval trigger.

Display Name

Text

Entity Buisness Workflow
Rule

Lookup

Insert the name that will be displayed in
the UI.
Select the Business Condition.
Select from the list:

Required Evaluation
Value

Option
set

l

True

l

False.

5. Click the Save and reload button. Repeat the process for any additional approvals you
wish to add.

Approve Workflow Transitions
When a workflow transition that requires approval is triggered, the workflow is set in
a pending state until the approvers with the corresponding competences review the
transaction.
If you are a user assigned with workflow approval competences:
1. In FintechOS Portal, access Main Menu > Approval Tasks > My Approval Tasks to view
your list of approval tasks.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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2. Double click the desired approval task to review the workflow transition.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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3. To view the workflow transition in its original context (the entity form or form driven
flow in which it was triggered), click Show more details...
4. Optionally, type in a comment in the Comment field.
5. Review the workflow transition:
l

Click Reject if you don't want to approve the transition. This will change the
record's status from Pending to the "Rejected Business Workflow Status" on
page 36 defined for approval.

l

Click Need more info if you cannot make a decision based on the available data.
This will roll back the transition and the record's status will change from Pending
to the initial status. Optionally, if you wish another user with corresponding
competences to review the workflow transition, select one from the Assigned
User drop-down box, before clicking Need more info.

l

Click Approve to approve the transition and proceed with the record's status
change.

SET UP A BUSINESS WORKFLOW
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Analytics
This tab offers an advantage by generating a report which exposes information about
the entity and the statuses it has passed through. By selecting the dates it is possible
to see and pinpoint the exact transition from a status to another took place in a digital
journey.
To generate a report follow the steps:
1. Open the FintechOS Studio using the user name and password.
2. Open the main menu, select Fintech Automation.
3. Click on Business Workflow Processor.
4. Open Business Workflow Desiger and select the workflow you wish to modify.
5. Click on the Analytics tab.
6. Fill in the following fields:
Fields

Entity

Data
type
Option
set

Description

Select the entity on which you wish to see the report.

Start date

Date

Choose the date for the report to begin on.

End date

Date

Choose the date for the report to end.

Business unit
Include
Hierarchy

Option
set
Bool

Choose the unit.
Tick the bool if you wish to include the hierarchy
from the unit.

7. Click the Generate Report button.
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8. If you hover on the statuses you will see more details and if you click and drag them it is
possible to move them where you wish.
9. By clicking on the Home button the statuses will reverse to their initial place.
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Business Rules
To create a rule:
1. Access the FintechOS Studio main menu, select Fintech automation, select Business
Workflow and then, Business Rules.
2. Click the Insert button.
3. Fill in the following fields:
Field

Required

Description

Name

Yes

Insert a suggestive name.

Code

No

Insert a unique code for the rule.

Description

No

Insert a description for it.

Rule

No

Configure the proper rule.

Define rule expression uses the logical operators:
l

And

l

Or

l

Not and

l

Not or (XOR)

When adding a condition, it is possible to add a Checking with Custom
Processor as well.
When adding a condition, first select the attribute on which the condition will
apply.
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IMPORTANT!
It is not possible to create a condition with virtual attributes added using
the data model extension.

For some attributes if you click on the little black arrow on the left of the
attribute itself it will open a new set of options such as:
l

minutes since

l

minutes until

l

hours since

l

hours until

l

days since

l

days until

l

day of

l

weekdays of

l

days until anniversary

l

has anniversary today

l

months since

l

months until

l

month of

l

years since

l

years until

l

year of

l

date of
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The following choice is to select the rule. Based on the type of attribute a set of
possible rules will be shown:
l

contains

l

does not contain

l

starts with

l

ends with

l

equals

l

does not equal

l

is blank

l

is not blank

or
l

equals

l

does not equal

l

is less than

l

is greater than

l

is less than or equal to

l

is greater than or equal to

l

is blank

l

is not blank

l

is in between

For attributes such as ''user'' it is possible to set:
l

equals

l

does not equal
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l

is blank

l

is not blank

l

is in Persona

l

is not in Persona ( see Customer Persona)

l

is in Audience ( see Audience management)

l

is not in Audience

l

Business condition is fulfilled

l

Business condition is not fulfilled
After selecting the two fields enter a value. For example, add a condition for the
age of a client to be greater than 18 years old.

4. Click the Save and reload button.
5. The Approval Rules and the Transition Rules will appear. Click on each to open their
grid.

HINT
The Approval Rule opens the EDIT APPROVAL TRIGGER page. See "Define
Workflow Transition Approvals" on page 35
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HINT
The transition rule opens the EDIT ACTION TRIGGER page. See "Edit
Workflow Transition Configuration" on page 27.

Both grids will display the two triggers added after the creation of the Business
Condition. To modify one, double click on it and the Edit approval trigger or the
Edit action trigger page will open.
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